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UNIMOG, CHIPPER, CRANE,
TRAILER, WINCH, CHIP BOX
U1650 UNIMOG (11,300kg GVW, 214HP)
2 & 4 wheel drive and 4 wheel dif lock
Agricultural and road wheels
ABS
Hydraulic pick-up hitch
2 Speed PTO to front & rear – 6 spline
Dim plate at front
N16 PTO outlet for crane

Max. 25T train weight with trainer
16 speed transmission
2 Line air trailer brakes
Rockinger hitch
3 Point linkage to rear
3-way tipper
Demount buck system

As a combined unit the Unimog has many applications (see equipment listed overleaf). For
example as seen in the photograph the Unimog has a high through put 10” Duecker wood chipper
mounted to the front which feeds into an 3-way tipping 8m3 chip box on the rear. The 13.7m
HIAB085 which gives ample lifting power is positioned to the rear of the Unimog for
dismantling of trees and loading of timber onto the 13.5T 3-way tipping trailer. With such
superb access abilities on most terrains this is a heavy duty all round machine with unlimited
applications. This machine will also run any other equipment suitable for attachment to a 3 point
linkage or din plate.

DUECKER 10” WOOD CHIPPER
Will mount to front or rear of Unimog
Twin hydraulic feed rollers
Anti-stress system
Blower
Fantastic performance and output
HIAB 085 CRANE
Demountable to enable crane to be positioned behind cab or to rear of Unimog
Massive 13.7m reach
Radio remote control
Timber grab
Shell bucket
Complete with an 8m3 chip box (3-Way tipping)
13.5T TRAILER
15’ x 8’ Bed
3-Way tipping
Use as flatbed / timber pins / low sides or high sided chip box
Air brakes with ABS
8T loading ramps
Twin axle
CHIP BOX
Holds 10m3 wood chip
3-Way tipping

WINCH
Demountable fits to front din plate of Unimog
5T capacity

